System Release Outage

Washington Healthplanfinder system release is scheduled to go live Thursday, December 17 at 7:30 a.m. PST.

Apple Health application updates

- Application ID will appear on all screens.
- Clear error instructions will appear when individuals incorrectly enter their Address Confidentiality Program (ACP) address.
- On the Deductions page, the Learn More hyperlink has been modified to point to the deductions section of the How to Report Income help page.
- Removed household members will not be considered for eligibility when an individual e-sign on a change report application.

View 1095-B Tax Form

- Individuals will be able to access their 1095-B forms from previous years via their Account Home Dashboard in Washington Healthplanfinder. Visit HCA 1095-B tax form for more information.
Correspondence updates

- Individuals emails have been updated to look more modern and less like spam.
- 11/23 batch error corrected for ACP individuals; the correct correspondence is available on their dashboard.

WAPlanfinder

- Individuals will receive a notification within the mobile app when there is a new version available to download. Some mobile app updates will now require a version update as well.
- WAPlanfinder app will now have better usability for visually impaired individuals.

Other updates

- Individuals will see the new Washington Apple Health (Medicaid) logo on the Washington Apple Health plan shopping pages.
- Tribal assisters can now only assign a sponsor to an application if they are affiliated with the sponsor organization.